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ABSTRACT
In today’s world IoT and interconnection of devices is fast becoming a reality. With more D2D communication and
more inflow and outflow of internet traffic, cyber threats have become a glaring issue for IoT devices, especially the
edge devices. In this paper we discuss machine learning and deep learning solutions and touch upon the use cases for
cyber security for IoT devices.
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I. INTRODUCTION
IoT or Internet of Things [1], [2] is a concept that is based on
the decentralization of computing using edge devices instead
of relying on a centralized framework. These edge devices
may be local servers or daily-use devices such as mobiles,
tablets, laptops etc. IoT has revolutionized communication
between devices as it allows easy device-to-device (D2D)
communication because of various reasons but the primary
reasons being that it allows heterogeneity in terms of com-
munication protocols and eliminates the role of a centralized
server [3]. Edge computing using IoT devices [4] has enabled
computation near the data source which has drastically in-
creased the collection and processing of data at the edge itself
[5], [6]. However, since the inflow and outflow of data at the
edge has become so convenient, it has led to high internet
traffic at the edge which makes these sites vulnerable to cyber
threats [7]. There have been many proposed solutions to
cyber threats to IoT devices like encryption techniques such
as homomorphic encryption, secure-multiparty computation
and other techniques like adding noise using differential
privacy. However, one of the more novel solutions is that
of using artificial intelligence to tackle the problem of cyber
threats. In this paper, we discuss the various machine learning
solutions that have been suggested to various types of cyber
security use cases.

II. LITERATURE REVIEW
For any IoT Network system, ensuring cyber security is a
must.There are many cyber security attacks present in recent
times such as DDoS [8]–[14], XSS [15]–[18], phishing [19]–
[23]. With the integration of SD Networking, big data [24],
soft computing [25], [26], cloud computing [27]–[31] and
other latest technologies [32]–[34], security of IoT networks
is even more indispensable. There have been extensive stud-

FIGURE 1: Major threats to IoT devices in a network

ies on the security of IoT devices and edge layers [35]–
[37]. The protocols that are required for machinetomachine
communication, its security and privacy concerns have been
studied thoroughly [38], [39]. Various systems rely on trust
computational models to select a particular device for com-
munication [40]. However, there still might be files in a
trusted device that may cause harm. In such scenarios ma-
chine learning models come into play as they consider each
file as a separate sample point. Numerous models and studies
have been done that discuss the role of machine learning so-
lutions in IoT networks in depth [41], [42]. The author in [43]
proposed big data baesed DDoS attack detection. Author in
[44] proposed RFID tags based IoT security method. Author
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in [45] proposed graph theory based attack detection method.
Author in [46] proposed approach to secure IIoT devices.
Also in another work, author [47] proposed IoT wireless
protection technique. Author in [48] proposed Behavior-
Aware Privacy for IoT. Author in [49] federated learning
based technique for IoT. Author in [50] proposed an approach
for medical images. Author in [51] proposed the botnet
detection technique using the DNS technique. The author
in [52] reviews many Honypot-based attack detection tech-
niques. Authors in [53], [54] proposed different cryptography
techniques for attack detection. Attack detection in smart
vehicles is discussed by the authors in [55]–[57]. Author in
[58], [59] proposed an attack detection technique for small
enterprises. Authors in [60], [61] proposed attack detection
in medical smart devices and smart cards respectively.

III. AI SOLUTIONS FOR CYBER THREAT TO IOT
DEVICES
Artificial Intelligence encompasses the study of machine
learning [3] and deep learning algorithms. Machine learning
has proven to be an efficient solution to cyber threats as
not only can it be used to detect malicious attacks, but also
forecast them to prevent them from happening in the first
which are novel attacks that are previously unknown. There
are mainly three types of subdivisions when it comes to
classification on the basis of the structure of the input data
i.e. supervised [62], unsupervised and reinforcement learning
[63]. In supervised learning, the dataset used to train a model
has been previously labeled while in unsupervised learning
the data is completely unlabeled. Reinforcement learning
is a completely different paradigm of artificial intelligence
in which learning is based on an action-response system.
Reinforcement learning may incorporate some supervised
and unsupervised learning techniques. Another classification
that is increasingly gaining traction, especially in the field of
cyber-security, is semi-supervised learning. Semi-supervised
learning makes use of a small amount of labeled data to clas-
sify or generate labels for a large amount of unlabeled data.
The following subsections discuss the use of supervised,
unsupervised, semi-supervised and reinforcement learning
methods to mitigate cyber security issues [64].

A. SUPERVISED LEARNING
As previously mentioned, supervised learning makes use of
a labeled dataset to train a model that can be further used to
make predictions. There are mainly two types of supervised
learning techniques - regression and classification. The use
cases that can be used with supervised learning are mentioned
next.

1) Anomaly detection
Anomaly detection [65], [66] is used to identify whether a
given file or data source is malicious or benign. Generally
large previously labeled datasets are already available that
can be used to train a model that predicts whether a given file
is harmful or not. Some commonly used machine learning

algorithms for anomaly detection are SVM, Naive-Bayes,
Decision Trees, Random Forest etc. SVM is effective in
generating non-linear separation planes which is an advan-
tage for mitigating DDoS attacks and decision trees and
random forest can handle more complex data. To handle more
complex data, deep learning or neural networks can be used.

2) Cyber attack forecasting
Cyber attack forecasting [67] is a defensive solution to cyber
threats. While anomaly and malware analysis can be useful
to study the nature and severity of the malicious files, cyber
attack forecasting can detect threats to a network system
in real time. The most common technique of cyber attack
forecasting is by monitoring inflow and outflow of internet
traffic. The trends observed during the time series analysis
of internet traffic data must depict long range dependency.
Generally in deep learning RNN, LSTM and Bi-LSTM are
used as they can forecast values based on previous sequential
inputs. Further advanced time series models such as ARIMA
and FARIMA can also be used to forecast an incoming cyber
attack.

3) Authentication and access control
Providing authentication and access controls to particular
authorities can be determined by using face recognition [68]
or fingerprint recognition systems that are developed on deep
CNN models. Further, speech recognition can be developed
using a combination of DNN (Deep Neural Network) and
RNN or any of its variants. These features can easily be
enabled at edge devices like mobiles, laptops etc.

B. UNSUPERVISED LEARNING
Unsupervised learning, contrary to supervised learning,
doesn’t require a labeled dataset to build its models. As
the name suggests unsupervised learning involves detecting
underlying patterns and grouping criteria without human in-
tervention. There are several unsupervised machine learning
techniques that are encompassed in dimensionality reduction
and clustering. As far as deep learning is concerned, autoen-
coders are one of the most widely used unsupervised learning
techniques. The use cases that can be used with unsupervised
learning are mentioned next.

1) Malware analysis
Malware analysis is the process of analyzing that a particular
threat falls into which type of malware attack e.g. spywares,
adwares, rootkits, viruses, trojans etc. Each of these kinds of
malware have characteristic footprints. Novel attacks modify
certain aspects of the malware that make it unidentifiable
to a supervised learning model. However, using clustering
[69] like k-means clustering or dimensionality reduction like
Principal Component Analysis or Singular value decomposi-
tion can prove beneficial in such a scenario. PCA is highly
effective against false data ejection malware. Each malware
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C. SEMI-SUPERVISED LEARNING
The previously mentioned types have their pros and cons.
Semi-supervised learning provides a middle ground to both
the extreme types. Semi-supervised learning is used where
a very small amount of labeled data is available. Two main
techniques used to execute semi-supervised learning are
using cluster-based approach or using re-iterative training
approach.

1) Novel/Zero-day attacks
Novel or zero day attacks are malware attacks which are
previously unknown. These attacks are particularly harmful
to a network system as they are completely unknown to
the system and so they pass through undetected, eventually
causing harm to the system. Semi-supervised clustering is
effective against this problem as it uses previously labeled
data of similar malware to detect underlying patterns in
the novel attack files and then use unsupervised clustering
algorithms to classify them into similar clusters and provide
mitigation solutions for them. Semi-supervised learning can
also be used to provide labels to these attacks without human
intervention [70].

D. REINFORCEMENT LEARNING
Reinforcement learning is completely different when it
comes to defining the output of the process. The ultimate
goal of reinforcement learning is not to generate an output
label, unlike previous three types, but for the agent to learn by
interacting with a closed loop environment where feedback is
readily available. Theoretically, deep reinforcement learning
can be used in scenarios where large amounts of high dimen-
sional raw data is available but any sort of structuring and
labeling is not readily available. However, this paradigm of
artificial intelligence is still under-developed

IV. CHALLENGES AND LIMITATIONS
There are several challenges and limitations that can be
encountered while using the aforementioned techniques for
ensuring the security of an IoT devices network system. For
supervised learning techniques, labeled datasets are a must.
However, they are still in scarcity as labeling datasets needs
time and it is essential that they must be labeled accurately
because in high sensitivity situations, a model trained on
faulty data may lead to fatal consequences. Secondly, gen-
erally there are huge amounts of files which leads to copious
amounts of raw data which needs to be structured first and
then labeled. Large amounts of data may also lead to noisy
data which may cause problems. Some of these concerns may
be resolved using unsupervised learning, as discussed previ-
ously, however, the overall accuracy and precision in unsu-
pervised learning is not very high which may be catastrophic
in high sensitivity situations. Although these problems may
cause slight hindrance, machine learning solutions to cyber
threat issues are still considered effective and developments
are being made to resolve the encountered issues.

V. CONCLUSION
In this paper we have discussed the machine learning solu-
tions to cyber threats that are encountered in an IoT network
system. We have discussed supervised, unsupervised and
semi-supervised learning techniques in detail and touched
upon why reinforcement learning is required to solve the high
level problems. Finally, we have discussed the common chal-
lenges that are being faced while executing these techniques.
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